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On Linear Differential Equations whose Fundamental 
Integrals are the Successive Derivatives of the 

same Function. 

BY THOMAS CRAIG. 

I. 

It is kn6wn that having given a linear differential equation of the ne order, 
one of whose fundamental integrals is a function of another, the equation can 
be reduced to one of the order n - 1. For example, having. given the linear 
differential equation 

1. d Y +p Y+ P2 + * +pnY = ?0, 

of which the fundamental (i. e. linearly independent) integrals are 

Y1 Y2 Y3 *-* * yn; 
then if y' = cp (yj), equation 1 can be reduced to the form 

dn-1 y+ 1 dn-2y + q2 dn-.y + qn1y 0, 
d +, n l -+g - + +e- df e Y? 

where ql, q2, q3 ... qn-1 are known functions of Pl, P2' P3 pn 

Assuming now the equation 

2. Xn +P + pla d.,n-2 + **+ pinY = ? 

having for integrals d(p d29p dC'-1 
. d.- d.10 * dXn- 

it is required to find the form of the coefficients PI,I P12 ' Pln' We have to 
start with the following system of equations 

I Cni + pI, d;c -I + **+ 7?1n P -O 
de +fdXnj - +I ~ 

l n+?+11 dn;n + IV dn 
*P + PI.? d'p 0 

3. 12 d" +29 1da+'l + * '-0 
dXn+2 mP11 dXn+1 dl1n x 

n-I dx2n-1 + Pii dx2n'2 + ' * ' + Pin dxn- 
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Differentiating the first of these and subtracting the result from the second we 
have, using accents to denote differentiation, 

4p) I(n-) + 1)12(pn2) + .. + 1)p = 0, 

one integral of which is of course the function 1p. Differentiating now the 
second of equations 3 and subtracting the result from the third, then differen- 
tiating the third and subtracting from the fourth, and so on, we have the 
equations ,, + Pp2p(n-1) + .. . + p= 0 

Pi + ]P12)~ + ... +PInP' 
I 

1t?(+l + pl12 (P(n) + * * * + Pln(PI/ 

p/ )(2n-3) + p1(2n 4) + . p (-2) = 0, 

and these are what 4 becomes if we substitute for 1p the derivatives 
p' 1 )"/ ()(n-2) 

Equation 4 therefore has all of its integrals derivatives of the same function, 
viz. the integrals are dp d2q9 d(-2P 

IP dx * *... dXn-2 

Dividing out 4 by pl and denoting the new coefficients by P2a2v P2A3, etc., gives 
the niew differential equation 

5 di_Y + P22 n _ + P2nY = 0.. 

The linearly independent integrals of this being 
cp,1)'...1)(n-2) 

we can, as before, torm a differential equation of the order - 2, viz. 

6. d~~~~~~X-2 + P33 d- + 3y 6. ~~~~~d 2 
dXn3y 

where P33 =P23 .P22, etc., the integrals of which are found just as before to be 
df dp o dn-3 

?'dx d *-de- 8 

Continuing this process we arrive at the equation of the second degree, 

&Y2 + P'n-1, n-1 
dy + p'n-1, n Y- =X 

the integrals of which are p and d Reducing this equation to one of the first 
dx 

order we have dy + i 
dx Pn-1, n-1 

or for brevity, dy + =O, 

giving y, I<, e(rqdx. 
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We have thus determined the complete set of integrals of 2 and consequently 
also of the derived equations 5, 6, etc. 

Writing the equation of the second order in the form 

7. ~jg2 ?y+ p d! + P2Y =0, 

we have for its integrals 

Yi = 
e-fqdx, Y2 = - 

qe-fdx, where, as before, q = P Substituting these integrals in the equation we 

obtain the identities 
j-q' +plq +P2 =0, 

- - q" + 3qq' + plq2 -)lq' - p2q = 0. 

Multiplying the first of these by - q and subtracting from the second we have 
8. q" + (p1-2q) q' _ 0, 
as the condition to be satisfied by the coefficients of 7, in order that it may have 
the above integrals. The equation is of course only, theoretically, integrable 
when we know pl: and in fact it is obvious that p, must be known, for even if 
we had a differential equation in q independent of pl it would still be necessary 

to know p, in order to find p2 from q, - P'2 

The solution of 8 can be obtained in an infinite number of cases. First 
nmake p- 2q = F(x) where F is any functional symibol. We have then 

dq+ F(x) k=0 dxZ dx 
gving q = C efF(X dxdx + C' 

and Pi 2q + F(x) 

p2= fapl'qdx. 

Similarly we may write P- 2q F(q) and obtain values of p' and Pa. 
The only practical difficulty in this second assumption is that x will be determined 
directly as a function of q instead of the converse. 

EXAMPLES: 

a. q" + (pi- 2q) q= 0. 
Make p, = q and we have q" - qq' = 0; 

assuming q' = Q this becomes dQ = ? 
dq 
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giving, if we add no constant of integration, 

Q =-2 ' 2 

and finally q- 2 

We have therefore - 2 
x 

and 2 
P2 $2 

The differential equation is then 
dl2y 2 dy +2y 
d2 x dx+x2 0, 

of which the integrals are x and x2. 

b. Making again p, = q we have 
q" -qq'0 

or, if q' be replaced by Q, dQ _ 
dq 

Integrating and denot'ing by C,the constant of integration, we have 
2 

dy q 2+ C2 

dx + 2 
from which follows an 

q-=aC tan 2 
and the equation is readily found to be 

d + C tan 2 Y+ 2 secP 2Y Y-? 
dx%2 2 dx 2 se 

the integrals -of which are 

= (Cos Cx2 

/ $2 

dy1 _ 

Cx 
/ C\C 

Y2 dY - sin2 (cos 
dx 2 Co -2 

c. Making _Pl 2q the equation is 

dx + 2 C x) dY + O3x(Cx -2)y=O, 

of which the integrals are yi =et ( - 1) 

Y2 j dY C C(Cx- I) eCx(' 
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d. Making p1-2q=F(x), assume F(x) $ then q= C log x+C', and 

the differential equation is 

y + 2Clog x + ) d+ ((ClogX)2 + alogx + ) Y= 

of which the integrals are 

Yi 
= 

e-alO$ 
dy1 -7 

(O 
0_x-x 

Y2 dyx - C log X,e- (ex log x-x) 

e. If we write F(x) =-- we find 
dx2 ~~ dy Y+ CX2 1) dy +C$X +a$)= 

+ (- x ) e 
ex$ 

e 6. 

f. For F(x) = a (a a constant), we have 

&Y 2 C 
ax~' dy + -2ax 

- 

dx2 
+ a / dx + -e y 

y1e W~~ ax-a 

Yi e a 

dy, a a -ax 

Writing now as above 74-n' n = q we have q" + (p-19 n--2q) qt 0 
p1 n-i n- 

which determines in the manner indicated q and pn-l, n. Substitute in the 

equations y+Pn-1 +- dyP1, y =O 

dx3 + Pn-1, n-1 TX2 + n dx = 0, 

the value y = fq and we have 
q q, pn,-1, n-1 q + jPn-1, n ? 7 

q1 + 3qq- q" +pn_1, n-1( ) Pn, n f ? 

In these _pl n is already known, so the first one suffices to determine p -, 

Going one step further back to the equations 

d8y I d2y d, dy0 
d8+ Pn-2, n-2d2 + F+ P'n2,n n /- 

d &+pnO - d +pn-2, n-1 dx ?,nd,- d4y ~ d-311 I d-y~ dy 0 
dx + Pn-2, n-2 d$4 + Pn-2, n-1 dxs + Pn-2, n dx- 0, 

V+O dL.+ VI, d+ ,I d2 
dx,l n 2, -dxl Pn2 x1 P?-2, n 2 

VOL. VIII. 
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we have for y the same value, viz., y = e7fqd, = cp, where q is known, there- 

fore for pn-2,n-2, 'p-2,n-i2 Pn-2,n we have 

<p"' +' q 

pn-2, n-2 = - P cJ) p" 

cpV cp'1l 
/t 

p"1 

qi' P/I q" q qi' qpi qP 
_pn-2, n-l = - q iv cp' + Denomn. = P"' qi qi 

<<iv <pV qit qpiv (PI/ (Pt/ 

/if p11 ipV 
pn-2, n ,?1/ (P1 ?it 

(piv I//ll ff> 

And so the process is to be continued back to the equation of the nlh order, 
of which the general coefficient will be 

1 2 i 

(p(n-1) p(n-2) p(n) .. 

(p (n) 0. (p(n-1) ... cp(n + 1) .. I 

~~~~~2n-2 P(2 = pn- .) 
(2n-2)... cp(2n-33) . (2n-1) ?p(n-l) 

cp(n-1) ... (p(n-2) ... 

?p(n) ... q(n-1) . (I 

Denom. = 

q)(2n-2) . q(2n-3) (p(n-1) 

The only thing at all arbitrary consists in the choice of a value for 

-n , n-l - 2q in order that the equation 
q" + (fn-1, n-1 - 2q) q' 

may be integrated. Parting from the equationi of the second order 

d2y ~dy + -P 
dX2 n- dx 1, n Y 

all the coefficients p/ j Up to pl are determined by the solution of sets of linear 
equations, the coefficients of which are known functions of the known quantity q. 

Assume now that the coefficients of the equation of the tlih order, viz., 

RI, P12 ]P13, i - * Pln 

are simply periodic functions of the first kind, having ca for their common period. 
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It is known* that such an equation possesses at least one integral which is a 
periodic function of the second kind, and that the multiplier of this function is 
a root of the fundamental equation. If we choose, as we may,t Yi for this 
integral, say yi = p, where qp (x + c) = ep (x), then 

d d2.p dn-lo 
dx' dx2 Idx 

will all have the same multiplier as cp, so that the roots of the fundamental 
equation will all be equal and be equal to e. 

It is easy to see that from the form of the integrals of our equation that 
yl, = p, actually is the integral which is periodic of the second kind. If it were 
not such an integral it would have to be, as is well known, of the form 

yl =4 11 + X4'12 + X2413 + . . . + Xn -14, 

where Aj is a periodic function of the second kind having X for a period and E 
for a multiplier. All the derivatives of y, would now be of the same form as yj, 
and consequently no integral of the equation could be a periodic function of the 
second kind having X for period and E for multiplier. But there must be one such 
integral: therefore it follows obviously that y, is this integral. 

We have now q" I + (p>-,n- 2q) q = 0 
and Y1 , efqdx 

therefore 1 d__ 

9S dx 
changing x into x + c, the left-hand side of this equation remains unaltered, and 
therefore q is a periodic function of the first kind having X for period. Writing 
then PI, n - 2q =F(x) 
it follows that F(x) must also be a periodic function of the first kind, having X 

for period, since, from the manner of formation of p ,l this quantity is such 
a function. Assuming then that 

Pll, P12 * * . Pla 
are periodic functions of the first kind having ca for period, and forming by the 
method above indicated the equation 
a. q + (Pn-1, n-i- 2q) q' = 0 
it is only necessary to assume for 

Ip-in--- 2q 

*G. Floquet: Theorie des equations differentielles lineaires a' coefficients periodiques. Annales 
de I'Ecole Normale Superieure, 1883. 

t Vide Floquet's memoir cited above, {8. 
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a periodic function of the first kind having the same period, and then determine 
q, and consequently p-1 n-l from a, and 1 nfrom 

2 
q q pn-1 q7+P -i,n 0. 

The remaining coefficients p'. and finally plk will then be determined as 
above. It is easy to see that the multiplier e is equal to unity. We have in fact 

p (X) = ff (x) dx 

cp (x + &) p (X) =6-fq(x)dx 

since q (x + Ca) q (x); 
the right-hand members of these two equations being equal, the left-hand mem- 
bers are also equal, and consequently e= 1. 

It is easy to see that a similar result holds in the case where the coefficients 

Pl, P12 Pi pn are doubly-periodic coefficients of the first kind having ca and ci 
for periods. 

If cp (x) is an integral, doubly-periodic of the second kind, and having E and 
e' for multipliers, i. e. if (0 (x + c) = ) p (x), 

mp (x + C( ) E'cm (x) 
we have cp (x) = e7dx 

where q (x + q) (x + c') = q (x). And so just as before it is seen that 
e = = 1. 

Differentiating twice the first of equations 3, and subtracting the result from 
the third, we have, since 

(n) 
.P uy + Pi2Y(n- +1.. . + p'. = 0, 

9. pt l(n -1) + np5 y 2) + .+ nY 0 

This has for integrals df do dn- 

pdx- d&62 * * dex 3 

where z has to be determined; this of course is easily done, since, knowing 
n - 2 of the integrals of an equation of the (n - 1)St order we can reduce the 
equation to one of the first order, and so determine the remaining integral. 

Again, differentiating the first of equations 3 three times, and subtracting fromn 
the fourth, we have, after some simple reductions, 

10. ", '(n -1) + 12 yn -2) + + p 
... 

= ? 

of which we know n - 3 integrals, viz. 

' dx' d ' * dn-4 

and which can therefore be reduced to an equation of the second order, which 
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on being integrated will enable us to find the remaining two integrals of the 
equation in question. 

Similarly we find the equation 
piV (n -1) 

+.piv,(n 
-2) +Svy 

of which df d dn-5 
P d' W. v *' * * dx-5 

are integrals, and which can consequently be reduced to an equation of the third 
order; and (n- +1p nyO 

of which d p d(o dn-6 
(P' dx ' dx2 dxn-6' 

and which can consequently be reduced to an equation of the fourth order. 
Finally we come to the equation 

p(n-l)y(n-1) p(n-l)y(n-2) + . +p(n-1y_ 0, 

of which (p is the only known integral, and which can therefore be only reduced 
to an equation of the order n - 2. The order of these equations may in turn 
be reduced by unity, and so new sets of equations will arise. The consideration 
of these equations will, however, be deferred until later. 

II. 

Equations whose integrals are 

Yi Y2 * ** Ya 
4Yi dY2 dYa 

dx dx 

C111 d2y2 d2Ya 
dx2 da, .. 

dX2 

dx,__lyi d'!,-'1Y2 dA~a 1Ya 

dxAl' dx!a d' 

where X,+ X2+.. ;L n iaf 

Wre will suppose the quantities XI, 2 . . .a arranged in descending order 
of magnitude, or, at least, in case any of them are equal, in such an order 
that no one shall be greater than any preceding one. The differential equation is 

d1y dy+ll- dn-2 +Y 1. ~~~~dXn + P1dxn -1 +19-12 dXn -2 + 3' 
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Taking the integral y' we have the system 

dny + i l dn Yi + l 
d n2 Yi 

+pnl ? 
d 

+y -di'y1 +112dYl+= 
dXn dXn+1 dx'- _pln Yl = 7 

A1~~**** . . ..+riiij$.+...12....Ii.+...+P dy***** 

dn? +1l1 R dn?+1n2y1 d i+ 3q 
y d1 _d_y 

dxnAl + + ll dxnn2 + P12 dn?-3 + d -pin xAl- 

From the first and second of these we obtain as before 

(ii) , ldn 1yi +p 2dn 2Y1 + +P nY = 0, 

from--the second and third we have 

(21) 
, dnyI + dn1?Il + + -d' Pu1 dex _ dx'a -P_d 

from the third and fourth 

(31) 
d1 

d.? +P1 + + dn d2y - 

2 PliL dx+' TP2fXn I -dx 

and finally 
/dn+41-"2y1 + /dln?j2. 4- 

g + + PId1-2/ 0. 
P11 dXn + -2 PJ2dXn +P 3dx A1 2 

These last equations are merely what the first becomes oin replacing y' by 

dy1 d2y. d -2. These quantities therefore are all integrals of the equation dx' dxx2 - 

(11) PzI y(n-1) + ,pl2Y(n-2) + . . . + - ?= 0. 
A set of equations similar to A1 are to be formed for each of the integrals 

Y2, Y3 * ya; call the general set Ai. this is 
dd7nf ' + dn& yl dn-2y 
dXn + Pll dx nI + P12 2 - 2 +... + _lnYdi = 0. 

dn, + Ii + dA+ i- d n1 +Yi 3Yi -oy 
dx +91 +l l + P +A dX + P12 dn-' + + Pin dx - . 

dn + 
+ P dn~ +A i dnX- 

Xn+x 
i 

++'.-2 _P12 dn?A 
i 

Pin 
A--0 

Froin these, as before, we form the system 

(1i) PlYt1 + P'2Ys +P *. * + 1)nYi = 0, 

(2j) pyi + PI2Y + 0, y 

* . . . . . . + . . . . + * . + * * . . . . 
I yn+X A-2 + yIn I+ Ai 3 + . . * + -2 / = 0. 
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Referring now to equation (1,) it is clear from equation (ii) that Y2' Y3 ya are 
all integrals, and, since 2X, a3 . . ..7a are none of them greater than Xj and no 
element in this series is greater than any preceding one, it also-follows that the 
derivatives Of Y2, Y3. . .Ya up to the orders 2 2, 3- 2 .. 2,, - 2 are the 
remaining integrals. That is, the complete set of integrals of (11) is 

Yi, dy1 d2y1 ... dA,-2y 
daid 

Y Y1 dx dx2 
... 

dx A, -2 

dy2 d2Y2 d-22y 
Y2 I dx 'dx2 d' Y2 . . . . . . . . . . . -1. 

dya d2Y a da-2 Ya 
Ya I dX' d2 . * d Ya 

or taking the general set of integrals, 

(Pi) () PlYi +P2Yi +n *Yi ? 

(2j) nI+I2Yi +0 = 0, 

p +y?Ai-2 + pI2Y ? 3 + . . *+ pVny. 

The first of these is also satisfied by 

Y1 Y2 * * * Yi-1i Yi+1 . . . Ya 
It is clear from what precedes that the following also satisfy (1i), 

dyl d2y I -_ 2Yi 
dx dx2 dxA,-2 

dY2 d2y2 dA2-2Y 
dxc dx2 dx A2d2 

dyi-1 d 2Yi- dli-i 2 y 
dx dx' 2 &i-i-2 

The. quantities 

dyj+1? d2yi+l dli+i-2yi?i 
dx dx2 dx;i+l-l 

*. *** **. * . 

dya d2Ya da-2ya 
dx dx2 dx"a-1 

will obviously also satisfy (1i). We have thus the same complete set of integrals 
as before obtained, viz. the known integrals of the derived equation 

d + +. d+ P , 
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where p() = 
p, *p, are 

dy1 d2y1 dX\l-2yi 
YB, dx' dx2' * * d A-2 

dy2 dY2 dX2-2y2 
Y2' dx 2 dx$2 ' * dx2-2 

Y dya d2y. dA _ 2ya 
xa d'dx- ' dxa- 2 

We have in all these %I + X2 +... + a- a, =n - a, known integrals, i. e. 
there remnain a - 1 integrals to be determined. It will of course be noticed that 
if for any value of iX = 1 the corresponding function y, is not an integral of 
the derived equation. Referring now to the system (Pi): writing as above 

P12 _ p(l) p13 = p(3) etc. 

this is 
y(-1) + P22 Yi ) + P1 ( + P22 t. +. +p2 = 0 

y(+n Ai-2) + p)l)yi(?+ Ai-3) + . +* *2) =P 0. 

We have now as is easily seen, for the integrals of the equation 
p(l) (l)Iy(n- 2) + A) y(n -3) + ***+ 0) 0 

P22 +1 23 Y - P2,n 

the following system, 
d y d2y1 dA3y1 

" dx dx* de 
d,?y2 (PY?12 d2-3'//2 

Y2 d dX 2 dx. 2-3 X 

dYsd d *y * d&ry-3 X 
JidX dx2 -dX'-- j 

dya d2y. d _V3ya 
dxdx2 dxa'C 

We have thus n - 2a integrals of the equation of order n - 2, leaving 2 (a - 1) 
integrals to be determined. Again we can form a new equation of the degree 
n - 3 of which we know n - 3a integrals and 3 (a - 1) to be determined. This 
process will be continued until n - 7a becomes either equal to or less than a. 
If 2= F2** . 2a then we shall have n - ka = a as the number of integrals of 
the equation which cannot again be reduced. These will be y,, y2 *. . y,3 If 
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